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Abstract
In a conversation or a dialogue process, attention and intention play intrinsic roles.
This paper proposes a neural network based approach that models the attention
and intention processes. It essentially consists of three recurrent networks. The
encoder network is a word-level model representing source side sentences. The
intention network is a recurrent network that models the dynamics of the intention
process. The decoder network is a recurrent network that produces responses
to the input from the source side. It is a language model that is dependent on
the intention and has an attention mechanism to attend to particular source side
words, when predicting a symbol in the response. The model is trained end-to-
end without labeling data. Experiments show that this model generates natural
responses to user inputs.
1 Introduction
A conversation process is a process of communication of thoughts through words. It may be con-
sidered as a structural process that stresses the role of purpose and processing in discourse [7].
Essentially, the discourse structure is intimately connected with two nonlinguistic notions: intention
and attention. In processing an utterance, attention explicates the processing of utterances, for ex-
ample, paying attention to particular words in a sentence. On the other hand, intention is higher level
than attention and has its primary role of explaining discourse structure and coherence. Clearly, a
conversation process is inherently complicated because of the two levels of structures.
A conversation process may be cast as a sequence-to-sequence mapping task. In this task, the
source side of the conversation is from one person and the target side of the conversation is from
another person. The sequence-to-sequence mapping task includes machine translation, grapheme-
to-phoneme conversion, named entity tagging, etc. However, an apparent difference of a dialogue
process from these tasks is that a dialogue process involves multiple turns, whereas usually the above
tasks involve only one turn of mapping a source sequence to its target sequence.
Neural network based approaches have been successfully applied in sequence-to-sequence mapping
tasks. They have made significant progresses in machine translation [1,6,13], language understand-
ing [8], and speech recognition [4]. Among those neural network-based approaches, one particular
approach, which is called encoder-decoder framework [1, 13], aims at relaxing much requirement
on human labeling.
Conversation models have been typically designed to be domain specific with much knowledge such
as rules [3,18]. Recent methods [15] relax such requirement to some extent but their whole systems
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Table 1: An example of dialogue process.
user my computer is infected
agent do you want to retrieve the files that was deleted?
user the ones that the virus deleted , yes.
agent i can help you resolve the issue with our virus removal and protection service
user ok
agent here is a link how to run system restore
user thank you .
agent you welcome
are still trained with manual labels because of their sub-components that require so. Manual labels
are error prone and expensive. Therefore, it is appealing to train a system end-to-end without manual
labels. Recent works in [10, 12, 14] are in this approach.
In general, however, using knowledge is helpful. For example, the alignment information between
the source and target side is critical in grapheme-to-phoneme conversion [17] to outperform a strong
baseline using n-gram models [2]. In a neural network based machine translation system [6], the
alignment information is used to outperform a strong phrase-based baseline [5].
In the context of modeling conversation process, a neural network model may be built with the
knowledge of the structural information of conversation processes. In particular, the network may
incorporate the notion of intention and attention. To test this, we developed a model that consists
of three recurrent neural networks (RNNs). The source side RNN, or encoder network, encodes the
source side inputs. The target side RNN, or decoder network, uses an attention mechanism to attend
to particular words in the source side, when predicting a symbol in its response to the source side.
Importantly, this attention in the target side is conditioned on the output from an intention RNN.
This model, which has the structural knowledge of the conversation process, is trained end-to-end
without labels. We experimented with this model and observed that it generates natural responses to
user inputs.
2 Background
In the theory of discourse in [7], discourse structure is composed of three separate but related com-
ponents. The first is the linguistic structure, which is the structure of the sequence of utterance.
The linguistic structure consists of segments of the discourse into which the utterances naturally
aggregate. The second structure is the intentional structure, which captures the discourse-relevant
purposes, expressed in each of the linguistic segments as well as relationships among them. The
third is the attentional state that is dynamic, and records the objects, properties, and relations that
are salient at each point of the discourse.
In many examples we observe, there are usually just one linguistic segment that consists of all the
utterances. Therefore, in the following, we consider a discourse with two structures: intention and
attention.
In the example in Table 1, there is a clear flow of intentions. The user states the problem, with the
user’s intention of conveying the problem to the agent. The agent receives the words, processes
them, and communicates back to the user. The user responds to the agent afterwards. Therefore,
the whole conversation process consists of three intentions processed sequentially. The first is the
intention of communication of the problem. The second intention is the process of resolving the
issue. The third is the intention of acknowledgment. In processing each of the intentions, the user
and the agent pay attention to particular words. For example, when resolving the issue, the agent
pays attention to words such as ”virus”.
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Figure 1: The attention with intention (AWI) model. The model is unrolled into three turns. In
each turn has RNNs for encoder network and decoder network. Each session is represented by a
fixed-dimension vector, which is a hidden state of an intention RNN network.
3 The model
3.1 The attention with intention (AWI) model
We propose a model that attempts to represent the structural process of intentions and the associated
attentions. Figure 1 illustrates the model. It shows three layers of processing: encoder network,
intention network, and decoder network.
The encoder network has inputs from the current source side input. Because the source side in the
current turn is also dependent on the previous turn, the source side encoder network is linked with
the output from the previous target side. The encoder network creates a representation of the source
side in the current turn.
The intention network is dependent on its past state, so that it memories the history of intentions.
It therefore is a recurrent network, taking a representation of the source side in the current turn and
updating its hidden state.
The decoder is a recurrent network for language modeling that outputs symbol at each time. This
output is dependent on the current intention from the intention network. It also pays attention to
particular words in the source side.
In more details, a conversation has in totoal U turns. At turn u, a user in the source side, denoted in
superscript (s), has an input sequence of ~x(s,u) = (x(s,u)t : t = 1, · · · , T ) with length T . An agent in
the target side, denoted in superscript (t), responds to the user with ~y(t,u) = (y(t,u)j : j = 1, · · · J)with
length J . The proposed model is a conditional model of the target given the source, p(~y(t,u)|~x(s,u)).
If there is no confusion, we may omit the session index u in the following.
3.2 Encoder network
The encoder network reads the input sentence ~x(s), and converts them into a fixed-length or a variable
length representation of the source side sequence. There are many choices to encode the source side.
The approach we use is an RNN such that
h
(s)
t = f
(
x
(s)
t , h
(s)
t-1
)
(1)
where f(·) is an RNN. h(s)t is the hidden state at time t in the source side. The initial state h(s)t with
t = 0 is the last hidden state activity, h(t,k-1)T , of the decoder network in the previous turn k − 1.
One form of the output from this encoder is the last hidden state activity c(s)T = h
(s)
T . This is used
as a representation of the source side in the current turn to the intention network. The other form is
a variable-length representation, to be used in the attention model described in Sec. 3.4. A general
description of the variable length representation is as follows
c
(s)
t = q({h(s)t ,∀t = 0, · · ·T}) (2)
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where q(·) might be a linear network or a nonlinear network.
3.3 Intention network
The signal from the encoder network is fed into an intention network to model the intention process.
Following [7], the intention process is a dynamic process to model the intrinsic dynamics of con-
versation, in which an intention in one turn is dependent on the intention in the previous turn. This
property might be modeled using a Markov model, but we choose an RNN.
Interestingly, the hidden state of an RNN in a certain turn may be considered as a distributed repre-
sentation of the intention. Different from the usual process of training distributed representation of
words [9], the distribution representation of intentions are trained with previous turns as their con-
text. We use a first order RNN model, in which a hidden state is dependent explicitly on its previous
state.
The intention model in AWI is therefore an RNN as follows
h(i,k) = f
(
c
(s)
T , h
(i,k-1), h
(t,k-1)
T
)
(3)
where c(s)T is the fixed dimension representation of the source side described in Sec. 3.2. k is the
index of the current turn. h(t,k-1)T is the last hidden layer activity of the decoder network in the
previous turn k − 1.
3.4 Decoder network
The last step is to decode the sequence in the target side, which is framed as a language model
over each symbol, generated left to right. In this framework, the decoder computes conditional
probability as
p(y
(t)
j |y(t)1 , · · · , y(t)j-1 , ~x(s)) = g(y(t)j-1 , h(t)j , c(t)j ) (4)
where the hidden state in the decoder is computed using an RNN
h
(t)
j = f
(
y
(t)
j-1 , h
(t)
j-1 , c
(t)
j
)
(5)
The initial state h(t)j at t = 0 is the last hidden state activity from the intention network.
The c(t)j is a vector to represent the context to generate y
(t)
j . It is dependent on the source side as
c
(t)
j = z
(
h
(t)
j-1 , {c(s)t : ∀t = {1, · · · , T}}
)
(6)
where z(·) summerizes the variable-length source side representations {c(s)t } using weighted aver-
age. The weight is computed using a content-based alignment model [1] that produces high scores
if the target side hidden state in previous time h(t)j-1 and c
(s)
t are similar. More formally, the weight
αjt for the context c
(s)
t is computed using
αjt =
exp ejt∑
m exp(ejm)
(7)
where
ejt = a(h
(t)
j-1 , c
(s)
t ) (8)
The alignment model enables an attention to particular words, represented as a vector c(s)t in the
source side. Since the decoder network generates responses on condition of the attention and also
the intention, our model is called attention with intention (AWI) model.
3.5 Implementation details
All of the recurrent networks are implemented using a recently proposed depth-gated long-short-
term memory (LSTM) network [16]. The context vector c(s)t is an embedding vector of the source
side word at time t.
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Table 2: Perplexity results with AWI model. Models have 50 or 200 hidden layer dimension, 25
alignment dimension, and one layer of LSTMs.
# hidden dimension PPL
50 30.8
200 22.1
The alignment model in Eq. (8) follows the attention model in [1], in which ejt is calculated as
ejt = ~v
> tanh
(
W(ah)h
(t)
j-1 +W
(ae)c
(s)
t
)
, (9)
which is a neural network with one hidden layer of size A and a single output, parameterised by
W(ae) ∈ RA×H , W(ah) ∈ RA×H and ~v ∈ RA. H and A are the hidden layer dimension and
alignment dimension.
4 Evaluation
We used an in-house dialogue dataset. The dataset consists of dialogues from a helpdesk chat ser-
vice. In this service, costumers seeks helps on computer related issues from human agents. Training
consists of 10000 dialogues with 96913 turns or conversations. Number of tokens is 2215047 in the
source side and 2378950 in the target side. The vocabulary size is 9085 including words from both
side. Development set data has 1000 dialogues with 9971 turns. Test set data has 500 dialogues with
5232 turns.
We use sentence-level SGD without momentum. Learning rate is initialized to 0.1. Development set
is used to control the learning rate. The learning rate is halved when perplexity on the development
is increased. One epoch of training has one pass of the training data. The order of training dialogues
is randomly shuffled in the beginning of each epoch. The order of turns in the dialogue is however
kept.
4.1 Performances measure in perplexity
An objective comparison of different models for conversation is still an open question. We report
perplexity (PPL), though it may have drawbacks, to compare different models. Table 2 presents
results in perplexity with two models with different hiden layer sizes. Results show that a larger
model with 200 hidden layer dimension has lower PPL than the model with 50 dimension.
4.2 Examples of outputs from the trained model
Table 3 lists an example of the conversation process between a human and the trained model. The
model has two layers of LSTMs and other setups are the same as used in Sec 4.1. Similarly as
observed in [11], the model produces natural responses to user inputs. The flow of intentions is
clearly seen in this example.
5 Related work
Our work is related to the recent works in [10, 12, 14], which use an encoder-decoder framework
to model conversation. The work in [10] is a model for single turn conversation. The work in [14]
is a simple encoder-decoder method using a fixed-dimension representation of the source side. The
work in [12] also uses a fixed-dimension representaiton of the source side but has an additional RNN
to model dialogue context. This additional RNN is similar to the intention RNN in AWI model.
However, AWI model differs from [12] in that it incorprates the concept of attention and intention
based on the theory in [7]. Therefore, attention mechanism is essential to AWI. The model in [12]
doesn’t have an attention model.
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Table 3: The generated response from the trained model.
user hi
agent how may i help you today ?
user my computer is not responding
agent oh ! i sorry to hear that . are you getting an error message ?
user yes
agent what recent changes did you made with this computer ?
user i updated my computer
agent i see . is this on windows 7 ?
user no it is on linux
agent ok . are you using the affected computer right now ?
user no
agent i can definitely assist you on your issue .
user thanks
agent we can go ahead and start working on this issue within our office premium software support service .
user that is allright
agent if in case the issue comes back at all within the next 30 days we will perform the service again for free .
agent let me go ahead and prepare the offer and let start working on this issue now , alright ?
user please
agent sure . may i have your phone number please .
user xxx-xxx-xxxx
agent thank you .
user no problem
agent thank you for waiting .
user no problem
agent i see .
user what is the next step
agent i see . let me go ahead and prepare the offers for you .
user okay
agent thank you .
user no problem
agent thank you for contacting answer desk . have a great day !
user bye
agent thanks again for working with me . id like to send you a quick survey .
agent it starts with a yes/no question , with a few more questions about your experience with me today.
agent the survey takes about a minute and really helps us improve our service . can i send it to you now ?
user sure
agent thank you .
user no problem
agent thank you for contacting answer desk . have a great day !
user bye
agent goodbye .
Because it is not yet clear what objective measure to use to compare different models, it is hard to
make claims of superiority of these models. We believe AWI model is an alternative to the models
in [12, 14].
6 Conclusions and discussions
We have presented a model that incorporates attention and intention processes in a neural network
model. Preliminary experiments show that this model generates natural responses to user inputs. Fu-
ture works include experiments on common dataset to compare different models and incorporating
objective functions such as goals.
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